KardiaBand

30-second EKG on your wrist

The world’s first FDA-cleared EKG with artificial intelligence for Apple Watch®.
Why your doctor recommends Kardia

Manage your condition
Instantly detect atrial fibrillation and normal sinus rhythm with a 30-second EKG. Track risk factors like blood pressure and weight.

Trusted
FDA-cleared, medical-grade EKG recordings. 30-day money-back guarantee if you’re not satisfied.

Easy to use
Integrates seamlessly with your Apple Watch so you can take an EKG right on your wrist. See instant results on your watch screen.

Artificial intelligence
SmartRhythm monitoring intelligently evaluates heart rate and physical activity, and notifies you to take an EKG.

alivecor.com
“I am hypersensitive to any discomfort in my chest. Being able to run an EKG with a report ‘normal’ lets me sleep at night.”

KardiaBand user
Heart assurance

Know at any time if your heart rhythm is normal or if AFib is detected so you can make informed decisions about your heart health. Go ahead, enjoy the peace of mind.

“The EKG’s interpretations come right to the watch within seconds. This is the most empowering personal health device of the decade.”

Dr. Ronald Karlsberg, Cardiologist
Clinical Professor of Medicine
Cedars Sinai Heart Institute
Premium membership
A Premium membership is required to use KardiaBand. Enjoy benefits including SmartRhythm monitoring, a mailed monthly report to share with your doctor, and unlimited cloud storage of your EKG recordings. Premium is available for $9.99/month or $99/year.

SmartRhythm monitoring notifies you to take an EKG.

Capture the moment that counts, and share the results with your doctor.
Getting started is easy

1. Purchase KardiaBand at alivecor.com
   - $199

2. Download the Kardia app
   - iPhone & Apple Watch

3. Take an EKG in just 30 seconds

4. Get instant results & share with your doctor

To learn more and to buy, visit:
   [alivecor.com](http://alivecor.com)

If you have questions, call 1-855-338-8800